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Mr. Small is Coordinator for Latin Amer-
ica of the Schiller Institute. We present 
here his edited remarks as prepared for 
presentation on Nov. 17, 2019 at the 
Schiller Institute Conference, “The Future 
of Humanity as a Creative Species in the 
Universe,” in Bad Soden, Germany. 
Links and subheads have been added.

Earlier this year, on the 30th anniver-
sary of Lyndon LaRouche going to jail 
on January 27, 1989 to serve five years 
of a 15-year sentence for crimes he never 
committed—and which the British and 
Bush administration forces that threw him in prison knew 
perfectly well he never committed—the LaRouche orga-
nization internationally relaunched our long-standing 
demand that LaRouche must be exonerated.

When Lyn passed away less than three weeks later, 
on February 12, 2019, and we decided to redouble our 
efforts for exoneration, even some among our friends 
and supporters told us sympathetically: “It’s true La-
Rouche was treated unjustly, but that’s now water under 
the bridge. It’s time to move on and focus your energies 
on solving the problems the world faces—the global 
economic crisis; the perpetual wars and danger of ther-
monuclear confrontation; and the moral and cultural 
crisis facing our youth, including drugs.”

LaRouche’s Exoneration Is the Central 
Strategic Issue of Our Time

Those well-meaning people could not be more 
wrong. The exoneration of Lyndon LaRouche is the 
central strategic issue of our time.

In the memorable words of his appeal lawyer and 
former U.S. Attorney General, Ramsey Clark:

[The LaRouche case involved] a broader range of 

deliberate and systematic miscon-
duct and abuse of power over a longer 
period of time in an effort to destroy 
a political movement and leader, than 
any other federal prosecution in my 
time or to my knowledge.

It is also the case that a number of 
LaRouche’s associates were sentenced 
to prison terms ranging up to 77 years, 
in a series of related federal and state 
prosecutions.

But the greatest travesty of justice 
was the one done against the peoples 

and the nations of the world, and against the very con-
cept of Man which has been the central commitment of 
LaRouche’s life’s work. In his allocution before Judge 
Albert Bryan prior to sentencing on Jan. 27, 1989, La-
Rouche warned:

This group of trials by shotgun methods [is an] 
attempt to eliminate me from the political scene. 
This has already done great damage to the United 
States. The time has come that this evil and reck-
less prosecution be brought to a halt before much 
greater damage is done to our United States.

That damage, however, was done, depriving the 
American people of their most illustrious statesman 
and economist, the adoption of whose policies over the 
last 50 years would have made the world an entirely dif-
ferent place than it is today. It is that injustice which 
must now be undone if the planet is to survive. Justice 
for the man means justice for his ideas.

Today, I hope to give you a sense of both by show-
ing you brief excerpts of LaRouche’s last public speech 
before going to jail, and of his first speech upon release, 
five years later. Think of the Mind that could produce 
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those two “bookends.”
So, what was LaRouche’s crime? He proved Satan 

wrong. Let me explain.
In 1998, LaRouche published an autobiography 

titled, The Power of Reason—not The Power of Money, 
or The Power of the Media, and certainly not The Power 
of Positive Thinking. The very first words of the Au-
thor’s Foreword to that book explain:

During the course of the past nearly twenty 
years, I have become perhaps the most contro-
versial among the influential international fig-
ures of this decade. Unlike all of the other lead-
ing candidates for the U.S. presidency since 
1945, I am an influential original thinker.

LaRouche proved that true knowledge does not 
derive from sense perception, but rather from Man’s 
Mind. Man’s creative powers are the most powerful 
force for Good in the universe, and they find their ex-
pression in his unique ability to endlessly increase his 
Potential Relative Population-Density. As LaRouche 
himself summarized this central discovery, in a No-
vember 21, 1993 essay, “On LaRouche’s Discovery”:

The central feature of my original contribution 
to the Leibniz science of physical economy, is 
the provision of a method for addressing the 
causal relationship between, on the one side, in-
dividuals’ contributions to axiomatically revolu-
tionary advances in scientific and analogous 
forms of knowledge, and, on the other side, con-
sequent increases in the potential population-
density of corresponding societies.

Doing the Good
Doing the Good, for Lyn, was identical with rigorous 

scientific truth. The same creativity which “bends the 
stars like reeds,” as he once wrote, endows Man with free 
will and thus morality, which finds no greater happiness 
than in doing the Good. Everyone who knew Lyn knows 
that he had an abiding love of truth, love of humanity, 
love of doing the Good . . . and love of a good fight.

In his final public speech before his December 16, 
1988 conviction, delivered scarcely one week earlier to 
a Food for Peace conference in Chicago, LaRouche was 
unswerving:

Lyndon LaRouche [video]: There is no part of 
society, no constituency, which does not have the 

same interest. That is, the people of no nation has 
any different interest than that of any other nation 
in this matter. We are speaking of the future of 
hundreds of billions of unborn souls, without 
whose success our lives mean nothing. That is the 
common interest which unites each and every one 
of us, such that there is no distinction among any 
of us on this issue, on this cause, on this interest.

If we fight so, if we fight with love of human-
ity by thinking especially of those hundreds of 
billions of souls waiting to be born, and thinking 
also of those whose martyrdom and other sacri-
fice gave us what was our potential and our debt 
to them, respecting what we pass on to the future; 
and if we think of our lives, not as something 
lived from moment to moment, but as a very 
small piece of experience, with a beginning and, 
not too much later, an end; and think of our lives 
not as things which are lived for pleasure in and 
of themselves, but as an opportunity to fulfill a 
purpose—a purpose which is reflected in what 
we bequeath to those hundreds of billions of 
souls waiting to be born, in their condition.

Such that if we at any point were to cut short 
our mortal life by spending it in such a way 
which insured the cause of those hundreds of bil-
lions of souls yet to be born, we could walk to 
death with joy, because we had completed our 
life, fulfilled it. We might have been denied the 
chance of fulfilling it a little bit more, but none-
theless we had fulfilled it. . . .

We are each little; we are each individual. 
But if we know we are united to this effect, then 
we know that what each of us as an individual 
does in this united way will be caused to prosper. 
Thus, in this terrible moment of humanity, when 
civilization as we have known it for hundreds of 
years threatens to be removed from us in the 
coming 2-10 years or so, we have the risk of 
losing civilization; but we also have the possibil-
ity of a heroic solution to this crisis; of becoming 
generations which, in our time, faced with the 
cup of Gethsemane, accepted it and thus perpet-
uated, in the imitation of Christ, the cause of the 
salvation of future souls.

The Quintessential American
In this commitment, Lyndon LaRouche was the 

quintessential American. I will prove that to you, by 
citing the words and thinking of that other quintessen-
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tial American, the philosophical founder of our Consti-
tutional republic, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. In his 
1702 “Meditation on the Common Concept of Justice,” 
Leibniz wrote:

“Justice is goodness conformed to wisdom. . . . And 
wisdom, in my sense, is nothing else than the science of 
felicity”—not the hedonistic pleasure-seeking that the 
likes of Hobbes and Bentham had promoted.

Leibniz further wrote, “One must shun the pleasures 
of the senses, as one shuns a stranger, or sooner, a flat-
tering enemy. . . . Thus the sovereign wisdom has so 
well regulated all things that our duty must also be our 
happiness.” And true happiness is “the exercise of our 
will to act always according to our understanding . . . 
and the advancement of the common good. . . . For only 
so much of our life is to be valued as truly living, as the 
good we do in it.”

This Leibnizian outlook permeated the thinking of 
the Founding Fathers of the United States, including 
Cotton Mather, the most prolific intellectual figure in 
colonial America whose most gifted protégé was none 
other than Benjamin Franklin. Mather wrote in his 1710 
book, Essays to Do Good:

It is an invaluable honor, to do Good; it is an in-
comparable pleasure. A man must look upon 
himself as dignified and gratified by God, when 
an opportunity to do Good is put into his hands. 
He must embrace it with rapture, as enabling 
him to answer the great End of his being.

Like Leibniz, Mather was emphatic in his assault 
against hedonism:

Rulers who make no use of their higher station, 
than to swagger over their neighbors, and com-
mand their obsequious flatteries, and enrich 
themselves with the spoils of which they are able 
to pillage them, and then wallow in sensual and 
brutal pleasures; these are the basest of men.

The Pursuit of Happiness
Thus, the U.S. Declaration of Independence’s 

Leibnizian invocation of “Life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness”—not “Life, liberty and the pursuit of as 
much sensual and brutal pleasure as I can cram into 
my meaningless existence.”

Compare this truly human outlook to the bestial 
identity of man violently promoted by the British Empire 
and its exponents such as the Aristotelean Thomas 

Hobbes, who in his 1651 book, Leviathan wrote:

There is no conception in a man’s mind which has 
not at first, totally or by parts, been begotten upon 
the organs of sense. . . . To this war of every man 
against every man, this also is consequent: that 
nothing can be unjust. The notions of right and 
wrong, justice and injustice, have there no place.

And that in turn led Hobbes to his overt defense of 
evil:

Private appetite is the measure of good and 
evil. . . . Felicity is a continual progress of the 
desire from one object to another.

So if Man is thus defined by his senses and his bes-
tial appetites, then he can easily be turned into a slave, 
Hobbes argued, by offering him sufficient pleasure (or 
money) and promising to minimize his pain. You may 
be familiar with an earlier formulation of this same 
view: “Every man has his price.”

Who is the author of that gem? Satan. But Satan, 
you see, is wrong.

To understand why the exoneration of Lyndon La-
Rouche is the overriding strategic issue of our time, con-
sider where the world would be, had LaRouche’s policies 
been adopted. Let’s limit our attention to two policy areas.

First, “the Leibniz science of physical economy.” 
Hundreds of millions of people who have died or been 
ravaged by extreme poverty and disease over recent de-
cades would today be alive, prospering, and contributing 
to Mankind’s development, had LaRouche’s financial and 
economic reforms—his Four Laws—been implemented 
when he first proposed them back in the 1970s. Consider 
what has happened with world poverty since 1981.

Over the last 37 years, China has lifted some 850 
million people out of poverty, according to World Bank 
figures. That is more than 10% of the entire human race 
that is now in a position to make a valuable contribution 
to mankind’s productivity and help shape its future. In 
the rest of the world, there are still over 600 million 
people living in extreme poverty. China went from 
having 46% of the world’s poor people in 1981, to 5% 
in 2017, to essentially 0% today.

Not only has poverty been wiped out in China, but 
the population is large and growing, and its life expec-
tancy has increased over the last five decades from 44 
years to 76 years.

Add to that the overall rise in educational and scien-
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tific capabilities of that growing population, as reflected 
in parameters such as a rising literacy rate that has far 
outstripped the world average, and a clearer picture 
emerges of a nation with the planet’s most rapidly rising 
Potential Relative Population-Density. That, and not 
GDP, is the true metric of physical economic potential, 
as Lyndon LaRouche repeatedly demonstrated.

If China Can Raise Itself Up, Why Can’t We?
So, if China can do it, why not we? China’s eco-

nomic policies are essentially those of Leibniz, Mather, 
Hamilton and LaRouche—with Chinese characteris-
tics. Instead, in the trans-Atlantic sector we have toler-
ated the imposition of genocidal IMF policies on devel-
oping sector nations; of Malthusian “green” policies; 
and of endless bailouts of the $1.5 quadrillion specula-
tive financial bubble which now threatens to blow out 
the entire international financial system.

LaRouche not only forecast the breakdown crisis of 
the trans-Atlantic system like no other economist; he 
also provided detailed programmatic studies for every 
region of the planet, with the policies required to launch 
a scientific renaissance.

A second policy area: cooperation among the U.S. 
and other great powers to push forward the frontiers of 
Man’s scientific knowledge, with fusion-powered space 
exploration and colonization. LaRouche’s SDI, adopted 
as policy by President Ronald Reagan in 1983, was a 
detailed proposal to put an end to the era of geopolitics, 
perennial wars and threatened thermonuclear annihila-
tion, by initiating cooperation between the United States 
and the Soviet Union on new physical principles for 
missile defense and broader civilian applications.

Because LaRouche’s Policies 
Were Not Adopted

Because that policy was defeated by the British in 
the mid-1980s, the planet has remained in the clutches 
of British Hobbesian policies of manipulated “war of 
each against all,” with millions upon millions of lives 
wrecked by war, forced migration, terrorism, and the 
like—especially in Southwest Asia and Africa.

Had LaRouche’s policy been adopted, Mankind 
today would be well into the fusion era, and we would 
probably already have the first human colonies on 
Mars. Youth would not be facing a future of drugs, 
counter-cultural decay, and the pursuit of ever-more-
degrading pleasures du jour—courtesy of Satan and his 
internet—but they would be training as astronauts, en-
gineers, and classical musicians. They would be think-
ing of how to do Good with their lives.

In short, the exoneration of Lyndon LaRouche, of 
his ideas, will have a revolutionary effect on Mankind’s 
future, equivalent to the impact that the reintroduction 
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of Plato to Europe had on the Golden Renaissance, as 
Helga Zepp-LaRouche has emphasized.

The LaRouche Legacy Foundation
It is with that in mind, that we have established the 

LaRouche Legacy Foundation, which will begin pub-
lishing LaRouche’s collected works and preparing a 
digital archive of his life’s work. The mission of the 
Foundation is to help bequeath to future generations the 
living legacy of Lyndon LaRouche:

[to] further the scientific and literary work of the 
American physical economist, Lyndon La-
Rouche, Jr., help achieve international familiar-
ity with his work and further his scientific ad-
vances . . . for the purpose of furthering an 
understanding of and appreciation for physical 
economy, physical science, historiography, the 
role of classical culture in nurturing and enhanc-
ing human creativity, and other related fields.

LaRouche on the Power of Creative Reason
Let us close by listening to Lyn himself discussing 

the power of Reason. This is from the first speech he de-
livered after being released from prison, at a Schiller In-
stitute conference in the United States on Feb. 19, 1994:

Lyndon LaRouche [audio]: Freedom and eco-
nomic development are interdependent. They are 
the same thing. What is economic development? 
Is it having something? Is it a cargo cult? Eco-
nomic development is utilizing the principle of 
the human mind. Remember, all of this business 
about humanity, his force and so forth: the only 
power that humanity has lies within that which 

makes man individually in the image of the Cre-
ator: the power of creative reason. The only thing 
that differentiates man in science from an animal, 
is reason: the power to make scientific and artis-
tic discoveries; to develop man’s behavior 
through these conceptions, these discoveries. 
The only power and the greatest power in the 
temporal universe is the power of ideas—not for-
mulas, not recipes, not force, but ideas.

The only reason the human race has survived 
what it has survived: ideas. That’s the force we 
use. The power of economy lies entirely in ideas, 
in scientific and related discoveries which give 
man increased power over nature. There is no 
possibility of development without the expres-
sion of the freedom to generate, to transmit, to 
assimilate and to practice better ideas. . . .

Development and freedom are the same thing, 
because they both involve the freedom of ideas for 
change. Not libertarianism, not the right to change 
your sex ten times a day, but the right to use your 
mind to develop, assimilate and apply different 
choices of ideas to improve human practice, mor-
ally and physically. That is what economic devel-
opment is—which requires infrastructure. You’re 
not going to develop a desert by sitting there and 
having ideas—you must have water. You must 
therefore use reason to get yourself water. You re-
quire power; you must have power; you must have 
sanitation; you must have all of these other things. 
So you apply the power of reason with ideas. . . .

What happens then, as in this situation in South 
America and elsewhere, and in the United States, 
and in the British Isles, and on the continent of 
Europe, and in Russia, and in Eastern Europe, and 
in China and elsewhere soon tomorrow—that 
around this world people are faced with the reality 
that what has happened cannot continue. And they 
are looking and will be looking for the ideas. And 
there are people I know throughout black Africa 
who are very well aware of what we are doing. 
And who would respond, who have tried to re-
spond in the past, but they are terrified—and my 
being in prison didn’t give them any courage 
either. Because they said: Look at that fellow. He’s 
the only fellow in the United States who is for this, 
and they stuck him in prison. He’s finished! 
There’s no one to turn to, they said.

Well I’m free. I may be dead tomorrow, but 
I’m free today. We know how to win, and we shall 
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Dr. Mikloško is the former Vice Prime 
Minister of post-communist Czechoslo-
vakia before it divided into Czechia and 
Slovakia. We present here an edited 
translation of his remarks presented on 
Nov. 17, 2019 at the Schiller Institute 
conference, “The Future of Humanity 
as a Creative Species in the Universe,” 
in Bad Soden, Germany. Subheads 
have been added.

Thank you—you’re clapping, and 
you don’t even know what I’m going to 
say. It is too early!

Thank you very much. Dear Helga Zepp-LaRouche, 
dear friends, ladies and gentlemen. It has already been 
said that I am Slovak. First, a minute about our situa-
tion. Today it is exactly thirty years after our “velvet 
revolution” in the former Czechoslovakia, on Novem-
ber 17—our national holiday. At that time a tranquil 
snow fell and released us from 40 years of dirty com-
munism. At that time, Marxism-Leninism disappeared 
from our history. That was the best day in my life. That’s 
why I have to speak at a party in Bratislava this after-
noon, so I have to leave a little earlier.

We in Slovakia have many problems, like all states 
in Europe, but we are free; that is very important, we are 
free, free people. We can organize our lives according 
to our own ideas, we can speak freely, write, publish, do 
business, travel.

I was President of the Slovak Christian Seniors for 
twelve years; three days ago I passed that on to some-
one else. Our pensioners have on average a 430 Euro 
pension. We do not complain, we live, and we are free.

LaRouche, An American Sakharov
Lyndon LaRouche was an American Sakharov: pol-

itician, economist, mathematician, writer, and musicol-

ogist. He wrote dozens of books and 
thousands of articles. He was a genera-
tor of new ideas, a fighter for the salva-
tion of Christianity, the family, and life.

I met him 17 times—in America, in 
Germany, three times in Rome, where I 
was an ambassador. He said that the 
United States and Europe lack vision. 
It’s not only about money and the econ-
omy, but about spiritual and moral 
values. In my book, Velmi prísne 
tajné—Ako sme boli slobodní (Very Top 
Secret—As We Were Free, 1999), I ded-
icated more than 90 pages with 20 

photos to Lyndon LaRouche and his institute, which I 
later handed over to Ms. Helga, along with other mate-
rials I wrote about this great personality.

His views have triggered great criticism and slan-
der, especially in the United States, and also in Ger-
many. His movement was severely persecuted, espe-
cially in America. I recall October 6, 1986, when the 
then government tried to shut down the movement’s 
Leesburg headquarters, with 400 police officers, and to 
arrest Lyn. This was followed by a political trial and 
absolutely unjustified punishment. When we were be-
ginning to carry out our biggest revolution against com-
munism, he was sentenced to 15 years on December 16, 
1989, and five of his colleagues were sentenced to a 
combined 209 years in prison. Mike Billington was the 
record holder, by the length of his sentence, then.

There were so many irregularities in the trial of La-
Rouche and his colleagues at the end of the 1980s, that 
the international community often protested that it was 
unfair and politically motivated.

I became acquainted with his case in 1990, when I 
served as Vice Prime Minister of the Government of 
Czechoslovakia for Human Rights. I wrote several let-
ters of protest to the highest officials in America, along 

win. But we do not have the almighty power to 
decree when victory will occur. We must do what 
we should do to bring about victory. And have 
confidence that the opportunity will be presented 
to us—we will have the opportunity. Let us be 

prepared, let us be persistent, let us work through 
frustrations and defeats. Let nothing deter us. We 
will fight, and we will fight until we win. Because 
that is our duty, and that is our hope, and that will 
become our victory, whether we live to see it or not.

LaRouche and Science
Jozef Mikloško
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